
The History of Portraiture

I chose to make a timeline of the History of portraiture….I wanted to look back at the 
origins of it as it developed both in paintings and in photographs…!!
First I looked at the work of the Egyptians, Ancient Greeks and Romans who 
represented their deities through carvings, wall paintings and sculptures…!!
In the Renaissance there were portraits of wealthy people, royals and religious figures. 
Having your portrait taken was a status symbol because of the great expense that 
commissioning an artist was… the materials were very expensive making portraits 
available to those who had money.!!
In the Baroque period we start to see portraits of the common man influenced by 
humanist philosophy (emphasizing the individual and collective value of human beings)  
we see these ideas in the works of artists like Vermeer: The Girl with the Pearl Earring!!
During the mid 19th century, !
People had experienced the age of reason…and the industrial revolution, which 
resulted in an increased standard of living and increased income for the average 
population…!
This brought the activity of painting into the homes of the middle class. !
Because if mass production oil paints and canvases were available stores and anyone 
could paint whatever they wanted. Artists like Courbet, Millet and Daumier painted the 
working class poor…ie the stone breakers …!!
In the late 19th century-1920’s portraits become more abstract in their expression of 
individuals as we see from the Impressionists and Post Impressionists: for example 
Picasso as we see in this self portrait!!
In the 1960’s!
We see portraits from artists such as Warhol and Lichtenstein and that are more like 
comments on pop culture and the commercialization of art…!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Evolving alongside the medium of paintings is the camera which came about around 
1000AD with the first one being the Pinhole Camera…also knows as Camera Oscura by 
Alhazen and it was used mostly for viewing or drawing purposes (required 8 hours of 
exposure)!!
1827 Niepce made firs photographic image with pinhole camera (exposure time less 
than 30 minutes) (Joseph Nicephore Niepce)!!
In 1839 the Daguerreotype came about, which is a fixed images onto a sheet of silver 
plated copper. The process for producing a Daguerreotype didn't require hours of sitting 
therefore making the medium more accessible and popular.!
This date is generally accepted as the birth of practical photograph…!!
In the 1990’s we have the emergence of computer based electronic digital cameras - 
these made it very easy to take many photos without many consequences i.e. you didn’t 
have worry about paying for film supplies and development fees…marginalizing 
traditional film photography !!
2005-Present !
Selfies!
Now we have handheld electronic devices that became increasingly popular and that 
are equipped with cameras…leading to the popularization of self portraits as the one 
taken by Elle DeGenerous at the Oscars
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